How are the status and department fields used in Tipasa patron information?
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Applies to

- Tipasa

Answer

- If these two data fields are located in the Tipasa workform then the data will pull into the Borrower Resource Sharing Stats Report in the OCLC Usage Statistics Portal
- These two data fields can be included in patron load data through the fields illPatronType and illPickupLocation
- This is not a searchable data field

Additional information

- [WorldShare Interlibrary Loan Reports](https://help.oclc.org/Resource_Sharing/Tipasa/Troubleshooting/How_are_the_status_and_department_fields_used)
- [Ongoing patron load fields](https://help.oclc.org/Resource_Sharing/Tipasa/Troubleshooting/How_are_the_status_and_department_fields_used)